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Dear Mr. Pilton,

My wife and I understand that the Loreto community wish to grow and develop its high achieving school.  We
would ask the question : — Does growth and development mean that the only valid measurement of success is
to make the school bigger in terms of its size and impact on the local community?

We believe that the adverse traffic implications of the project to almost double student numbers (from 1150 -
2000) would be degrading to the physical, visual and social amenity of local streets (in particular Mt. Pleasant
Ave and Osborne Rd).

Further, the arrival of pre-school and K-4 students will result in additional vehicular movements as increased
“drop-off” and “pick-up” occur.  These increases would occur during the day as well as at the beginning and
end of each school day.

The increase in the number of staff will exacerbate an already difficult parking situation. The increase in staff
numbers in the teaching, administration, medical, cleaning, grounds, service and visiting staff (tutors in music,
arts, sports) will be a continuing source of traffic difficulties.  This raises the question of numbers and who will
monitor them.  Possibilities include: — Hornsby Shire, NSW Dept of Education, NSW Dept of Planning….,
Loreto Normanhurst ????   In realty that number, once approved, will not be effectively monitored.  There will
be no cap on student and staff numbers.  This potential lack of compliance is interesting in the light of previous
conditions imposed on and by Loreto eg. students parking limits in Mt. Pleasant Ave. but some students have
been seen removing their P plates, others just don’t bother.
Bitzios in his review “throws his hands in the air” and in effect does a “Sir Humphrey Appleby” with the
statement “the condition should be actioned on a stage by stage basis as appropriate in line with student and
staff population increase”.  
WHO IS CHECKING THE CHECKER??

Please note that the school operates SEVEN days a week up to 16 hours per day for at least 40 weeks a year — 
before and after school hours —  lessons, sports, music, dance etc etc.   Saturday sport, carnivals, fetes.  Open
days/evenings, graduations, concerts, parent/teacher afternoons, evenings, religious celebrations.
On top of all this will Loreto hire out any of their facilities?

Please consider,
Thank you
Rosemary and Philip Tucker              

Sent from my iPad


